## Match Report

### Match Details
- **Date:** MON 11 AUG 2008
- **Time:** 10:30
- **Pool:** MB
- **Venue:** Olympic Green Hockey Stadium
- **Pitch:** 1
- **Match No.:** M02

### Result
- **Full Time:**
  - PAK-Pakistan: 2 - 4
  - GBR-Great Britain: 0 - 3

### Teams
- **PAK-Pakistan**
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 1
  - Name: AKBAR Salman (GK)
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 2
  - Name: ASHRAF Zeeshan (C)
  - Time on: 26
  - Name: IMRAN Muhammad
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 4
  - Name: JAVED Muhammad
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 5
  - Name: SAGLAIN Muhammad
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 6
  - Name: RANA Muhammad Aaf
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 7
  - Name: WAGAS Muhammad
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 8
  - Name: AKBAR Waqas
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 9
  - Name: ABBASI Shakeel
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 10
  - Name: BUTT Rehan
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 11
  - Name: BILGRAMI Syed Abbas Haider
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 12
  - Name: AHMED Nasir (GK)
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 13
  - Name: WARSI Syed Imran Ali
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 62
  - Name: MAGSOOD Adnan
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 15
  - Name: ZUBAIR Muhammad
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 29
  - Name: RASOOL Shafqat

- **GBR-Great Britain**
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 1
  - Name: McGREGOR Alistair (GK)
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 4
  - Name: KIRKHAM Glenn
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 5
  - Name: ALEXANDER Richard
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 6
  - Name: MANTELL Richard
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 7
  - Name: JACKSON Ashley
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 8
  - Name: MANTELL Simon
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 6
  - Name: DICK Stephen
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 10
  - Name: DALY Matt
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 12
  - Name: CLARKE Jonty
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 13
  - Name: MOORE Rob
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 14
  - Name: HAWES Ben (C)
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 17
  - Name: WILSON Alastair
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 18
  - Name: MIDDLETON Barry
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 20
  - Name: TINDALL James
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 21
  - Name: BLEBY Jon
  - Time on: X
  - Shirt No.: 24
  - Name: MARSDEN Ben

### Comments
- Team Manager: ZAKAUDDIN
- Signature: 
- Team Manager: NICHOLSON Peter
- Signature: 
- Umpire: WRIGHT John (RSA)
- Signature: 
- Umpire: SINGH Amarjit (MAS)
- Signature: 
- Judge: BRACA Guido (ITA)
- Signature: 
- Judge: YOU Sudlong (CHN)
- Signature: 
- Technical Officer: DOYER Wiert (NED)
- Signature: 
- Technical Officer: KIM Hong Lae (KOR)
- Signature: 
- Team Manager: LEE Jason
- Signature: 

### Actions
- **Team:** GBR
  - Minute: 20
  - Action: FG
  - Score: 0 - 1
  - Minute: 13
  - Action: FG
  - Score: 0 - 2
  - Minute: 7
  - Action: PC
  - Score: 0 - 3
  - Minute: 9
  - Action: FG
  - Score: 1 - 3
  - Minute: 7
  - Action: FG
  - Score: 2 - 3

### Comments
- **Remarks:**

### Legend
- (GK) - Goalkeeper
- FG - Field Goal
- PC - Penalty Corner
- X - Starting Player

---

**Tournament Director:** READ Ken (AUS)